The Brewista Hourglass Brewer
Now with a Stylish Bamboo Collar!
Brewista’s revolutionary redesign of the classic hourglass brewer works with virtually any style paper filter; square, circular, full
cone, flat V cone and standard or tall basket styles. You can use the filters of your choice. The patent pending vent tube and
ribbed interior make it possible. Together they prevent the vacuum which leads to overflow during the bloom. The ribs also
keep filters from sticking when wet, so removing grounds is simple and neat when you are ready to pour. An innovative dual
spout design provides smooth serving without splashing. The ergonomically designed profile and non-slip, heat resistant 		
bamboo collar make it easy to handle. Durable tempered borosilicate glass maintains temperature without cracking under
quick temperature changes.
Features:
- Works with virtually any style coffee filter
- Vent tube ensures consistent brewing
- Tempered borosilicate glass
- Thick, protective silicone wrap
- Dual pour spouts for smooth serving
Inclusions:
• 1 x Borosilicate Glass Brewer (3 Cup/5 Cup/8 Cup)
• 1 x Silicone Collar
• 1 x Bamboo Collar
• 1 x Leather Strap with a Bamboo Bead

BRWHG3C / BRWHG5C / BRWHG8C
Brewista Hourglass Brewers

For more information or a demonstration, contact us via the details below.

p: 1300 724 249
e: sales@bomborasupplies.com.au
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